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Vox® desktop accessories hang off the continuous accessory track, organizing workflow while maintaining the clean-lined Vox®
OpenOffice™ aesthetic. In combination, they help create unique, personal workspaces.

Paperclip Holder 70491

Vase 70492

Photo Holder 70493

Pencil Cup 70498

Pencil Ledge 70499

Bookshelf 70500

Letter Tray 70494

Legal Tray 70495

Project Bin Storage 70496
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Vox® OpenOffice™ broadens Nienkämper’s esteemed Vox® family with an open-office workstation
that accommodates any number of users in a compact, efficient and elegant environment.

The rising cost of real estate is making private offices less cost-effective. Many workers, living in an
online, connected world, prefer a more collaborative, less hierarchical alternative to cubicles or
private offices.

Premium surfaces and finishes provide a rich backdrop within a minimal footprint. Large worksurfaces
and divider panels gracefully integrate computer equipment into the system’s sleek aesthetic. The
extensive suite of companion desktop accessories ensures a complete, functional workspace.

Vox® OpenOffice™ – a timely new product for workplace team settings.
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